
AGENDA for May 10, 2017 
 
- Round Table to give docent reflections, we'll try to keep speaking times shorter than last month. 
 
- Website & Blog - Do take a look at the new and improved docent 
webpage www.niwa.org/docent page (see login instructions in attachment: 20170521 Docent Page 
Website). Patti did an amazing job getting the infrastructure together. Please check out the blog 
feature and test it out. Hopefully we can use that as a shared platform for sharing questions, 
resources, tips, and knowledge. Over time, more resources will be made available on this web page. 
Try to test it out before next Wednesday and give your feedback. 
 
- New Docent Log : Patti reformatted the docent log that focuses less on demographic information 
and more subjectively on the docent experience and collective docent development. Let's discuss 
the proposed format attached in this email (labeled JFG DOCENT LOG 2017 DRAFT). 
 
- How to Engage People, Proper Etiquette: I spoke with Marjorie and others about brushing up on 
our interaction skills with the visitors. We can take time to share our own styles with one another 
and build best practices. I think codifying these practices into a training guide for this autumn's 
docent training will be especially helpful. 
 
- Education Committee  - Rhonda T has developed an advanced curriculum for the introduction to 
Japanese culture with show and tell items. Cindy and Alexis led a girl scouts Japan experience and 
Carol led a dry rock garden tour for Montessori Elementary School. There's a lot happening here 
and I would love to have the committee share their upcoming plans. 
 
- Docent General Fund - This idea still needs to be explored further, but slowly we'll develop a plan 
and system for raising and managing our own revenue. Divert our typical private tour docent fees 
toward building our program and help cover certain material and continuing education costs.  
 
- JFG Garden Updates - Our head gardener Benancio has agreed to come speak for about 10 to 15 
minutes about JFG developments in the lower gardener. I will save this portion for the end of the 
meeting so you can freely join him on an outdoor tour. 
 
- Anything missing? If you think of anything important that was skipped over in the above agenda 
please let me know. We could discuss next week or slate it for June's docent meeting as 
appropriate. 
 
 
 


